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Introduction: Mobile Meets Global
Two years ago, we expanded the Report Card to focus on social media
and to give credit to those companies that supported local-language
social networks. Back then, very few companies devoted resources to
local-language Twitter or Facebook pages, and those that did were
pioneers.
Today, more than half of the companies in this report support at least
one local-language social network in addition to English. Supporting
local social media has become, for many companies, almost as
important as the localized websites themselves.
Now, as we enter the “Post-PC” era, with the 2012 edition of the Report
Card, we expand our focus to include the globalization of mobile
websites and mobile apps.
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A global look at mobile websites and apps
This is the first Report Card to review websites not only on a PC but on
an iPhone and an iPad – all from a uniquely global perspective. Our first
aim is to note what companies are doing across these platforms – from
languages supported to global navigation.
I must stress that best practices are only just emerging – many of the
mobile websites are first generation sites, and some apps still wear the
“beta” label. But that’s why it’s important to begin reviewing these
mobile elements now – to get a solid understanding of which
companies are off to an early start and what they are doing.
One key best practice we look for are mobile sites and apps that
maintain language parity with their PC counterparts. It’s important that
users be able to enjoy the same linguistic experience as they move
from platform to platform. And we also believe that Flash-based
elements should be removed from websites so that websites can be
viewed in full across all mobile devices.
Nearly 50 website profiles
This is the eighth edition of the Web Globalization Report Card. Each
year we try to “raise the bar” in how we score websites—not just to
keep pace with the evolution of global sites but to push the industry
forward. As we raised the bar for 2012, most websites saw their scores
go down. That’s because very few companies have created mobileoptimized websites and/or mobile apps with an equal degree of global
support.
This year, the report focuses heavily on website profiles – looking at
how companies manage a global presence across PCs and mobile
devices. To best accomplish this task, we focused on fewer sites overall
and spent more time with each them. Nearly half of the websites that
received scores also received profiles of one to five pages.
7
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We benchmarked 100 websites across 17 industry verticals. These
sites comprise 70% of the companies on the Interbrand Best Global
Brands 2011 list and 30% of the Fortune 100, ensuring a broad reach of
global brands and businesses. We included five additional websites that
support 10 or fewer languages specifically to show that companies
don’t have to support many languages to be innovative in web
globalization.
How to use the Web Globalization Report Card
This report serves two purposes. First, it calls attention to those websites
that have excelled in the practice of web globalization. The companies
that have made the top 10 did not get there by accident. These are
companies with employees dedicated to web and mobile globalization,
people who must not only educate their colleagues on the value of web
globalization but ensure that their colleagues develop content and
software with global best practices in mind. Those who manage these
sites deserve credit for helping their companies communicate effectively
with the world, regardless of language, culture, or geography.
Second, this report identifies emerging trends (both positive and
negative) to help you avoid the painful missteps that others have
already taken. This report is designed to help you guide your web,
marketing, and mobile teams to positive, efficient action.
Never before have companies been expected to support so much
content across so many languages and across so many devices. And
while this is a very exciting time to be involved in web globalization, it’s
also quite challenging. I hope you find this report valuable and I hope
you contact me with any comments or questions along the way.

John Yunker
Byte Level Research
jyunker@bytelevel.com
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Executive Summary
For the 2012 Web Globalization Report
Card, we analyzed 105 global websites
across 17 industries.
To the right are the top 25 sites overall.
Last year, Facebook emerged (barely) as
number one. This year, Google reclaims
the top spot.
Although Google has struggled to
harmonize its global navigation across its
many applications, the company continues
to invest in globalization. It now supports
more than 140 languages on its search
engine, it continues to add languages to its
machine translation engine, and its mobile
app for search supports an impressive 42
languages.
Facebook’s mobile app, by comparison,
supports just 13 languages. And though
Facebook continues to improve its global
navigation, its language growth stalled in
2011.
Over the past year, Cisco made nice
strides in aggregating and promoting its
local social networks around the world – 32 markets in all.
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As a group, the top 25 websites support an average of more than 50
languages. They also demonstrate a high degree of global design
consistency across most, if not all, localized websites. This degree of
consistency allows them to focus their energies on content localization,
which these companies also do well.
Two new companies on this list – Hotels.com and Booking.com –
exhibit an impressive commitment to mobile devices. Any company that
is developing a mobile strategy should study these two companies.
To make it into the top 25, a website must excel across these four key
criteria:

•

Global Reach (the more languages supported, the greater the
global reach)

•

Global Navigation (ensuring users can easily find local content)

•

Global/Mobile Architecture (global consistency – across
different locales as well as browsers and mobile devices)

•

Localization & Social (depth and breadth of localization and
support for local-language social networks)

On the following pages are key findings from each of these four criteria.
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Top Findings, Trends, and
Recommendations
This section includes the most important findings from the report,
organized according to the four scoring categories.

Global Reach (languages)
A 10-language website isn't
global enough

All other languages
28%

While language alone does not
make a website successful
globally, it's a prerequisite to
going global.

Arabic
Turkish
Korean
French

Chinese
24%

Russian

Shown on the right is a chart of
the major languages spoken by
the world’s 2.2 billion Internet
users. Currently, fewer than 20%
of all Internet users are native

German
Portuguese (Brazil)
Japanese
5%
Spanish
9%

English
18%

English speakers.
Even if you support the 10 named languages in this chart, you still only
reach 72% of all Internet users – a percentage that is decreasing each
year. The average number of languages supported by the companies in
this report is 32.
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The average number of

Leaders in Languages: 2012

languages has increased, but
growth is slowing among the

39
39
39
39
39
39
39
40
40
40
40
40
41
41
41
41
41
41
42
44
47
74

Nissan
Sony
Canon
Coca-Cola
Panasonic
Nikon
Samsung
Mercedes
Nokia
Ford
BMW
American Express
Hyundai
Toyota
Yahoo!
Avon
HP
Cisco Systems
DHL
Honda
Microsoft
Facebook
Google
Wikipedia

leaders
Over the past decade, companies
have increased the average
number of languages on their
websites by roughly two
languages per year. This year, the
growth in languages fell to
between one and two languages,
in large part because we’ve
narrowed our focus to companies
that already support 30 or more
languages. The language leaders
are shown on the right.

0

100

145
200

283
300

Number of languages

While companies with 30 or more
languages have slowed their pace

of language growth, most other companies are still growing at a more
rapid pace. Below are the websites that demonstrated the greatest
increases in languages over the past year:

Languages(Added:(2011/12(
Hotels.com"
Samsung"
Lenovo"
Nikon"
Expedia"
Wikipedia"
Twi+er"
0"

2"

4"

6"

8"

10"

12"

14"

16"
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Samsung
Ranking:

4

(2011: 7)

Score:

86

(2011: 84)

Languages: 39

(2011: 37)

The globalization of “Samsung Nation”
First, it’s important to note that Samsung continues to expand its linguistic
reach; it added Serbian Latin and Croatian over the past year.
Few multinationals have so fully embraced social platforms as Samsung.
While Cisco relegates its social feeds to a separate page, with Samsung,
social feeds make up as much as half of its home page real estate. Shown
below are the “Samsung Nation” social elements on the home page.
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Unfortunately, Samsung has not yet followed in Cisco’s footsteps in taking
this social template global, though this delay could also be due to a slow
rollout of a new web design (which began with the .com site).
The country sites do embrace social, but to a lesser extent. Here is an
excerpt from the Samsung Korea home page:
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Mobile
Samsung offers a smartphone
website. It appears to be in
English only. Compared to the
PC site, the smartphone site is
welcome on the eyes and
thumbs.
Scrolling down the page, you’ll
see selected products
highlighted along with their
Facebook “likes.”
Since social networking is
such a core feature of
smartphones, it makes great
sense to make “like” buttons
easy to find and use on mobile
devices. Samsung gets it.
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KLM
Best airline website
Although Hotels.com emerged as the best global website in the travel
category, KLM emerged as the best airline website. KLM leads the
airline sector with support for 26 languages. KLM does a very good job
with global consistency. From China to Germany to the US, a
consistent template is employed. Shown below is the home page for
Germany.
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KLM optimizes this website for the iPad as follows:

Note how the design goes from three columns to two and, most
important, with large, finger-friendly buttons.
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Shown on the right is the KLM mobile
website, as well as the global gateway
page.
From a globalization perspective, such
consistency also enables re-use of
terminology and reduced testing costs.
Although a number of carriers offer
iPhone apps (American, United,
Southwest), only Air France and KLM
offer localized mobile apps. Both apps
support six languages: English, French,
Italian, German, Spanish, and
Portuguese.
Most iPhone apps automatically align the
language of the app with the language of
the operating system – which is widely
considered a best practice. But there is
no reason why a mobile app can't also
allow users to override the default
language setting, which KLM does. Many
users are bilingual and may prefer to
have more leeway in how they interact
with the apps.
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About the Author
John Yunker, co-founder of Byte Level Research
and Byte Level Books, consults with many of the
world’s largest multinational corporations, providing
web globalization training and benchmark services.
Over the years, he has authored a number of
reports on web globalization, including eight annual
editions of The Web Globalization Report Card.
John is the author of Beyond Borders: Web Globalization Strategies,
the first book devoted to the emerging field of web globalization. Widely
acclaimed, the book is used in a number of university and corporate
training programs and by most of the Fortune 500. John also authored
The Art of the Global Gateway, available in PDF, paperback, and Kindle
formats (www.bytelevel.com/books/gateway).
He writes the popular blog Global By Design
(www.globalbydesign.com) and may be reached at
jyunker@bytelevel.com or (+1) 760-300-3620.
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Byte Level Research Services
Byte Level Research LLC is a research and publishing company
devoted to web and content globalization. Founded in 2000 by John
Yunker and Midge Raymond, Byte Level provides research, training,
and consulting services.
Industry Benchmarks
The Web Globalization Report Card provides a high-level
understanding of global websites, but often companies want a more
in-depth analysis as well as benchmarking against specific
competitors within their industry. We pioneered the practice of web
globalization benchmarking, and we have evaluated more than 500
websites across all major industries. We provide valuable, hands-on
recommendations that help companies improve traffic to local sites,
improve usability, and save money along the way.
Training and Seminars
Let Byte Level train your organization to effectively develop and
maintain a multilingual website. We specialize in full-day “global
summits,” conducted with web and marketing teams.
For more information, contact John Yunker at jyunker@bytelevel.com
or (+1) 760-300-3620.
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Copyright © 2012 Byte Level Research LLC
All rights reserved.
“Think Outside the Country” and “Global by Design” are registered
trademarks of Byte Level Research LLC.
No material contained in this report may be reproduced in whole
or in part without the prior written permission of the publisher.
All other trademarks, screen shots, and images are the property of their
respective owners.
The information contained in this report has been obtained from
sources we believe to be reliable, but neither its completeness
nor accuracy can be guaranteed. Opinions expressed are based
on our interpretation of available information and are subject
to change.
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